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Hair by Sophia Hilton
Photography by Barry Craig

We interview the winner
of the Level 3 NVQ, Hairdressing
Council UK Student of the Year
Awards 2008, Sophia Hilton.
After only five years in hairdressing it’s hard to believe how much
Sophia has achieved. Originally Born in Blackpool she entered
her first hairdressing competition at the age of 17, without any
prior training. To her surprise, out of 31 competitors she was
placed 7th in the NHF ‘Senior Fantasy’ competition.
“I hadn’t properly thought it through; I just knew I
wanted to do something creative that was measurable”,
said Sophia. While training at Blackpool and the Fylde College
she became a serial competitor. Sophia adds,
“during this time I entered everything I could; I was just
desperate to be more than an average hairdresser.”
Persistence paid off; since then she has received 9 regional and
10 national medals with L’Oreal, NHF, AHT, and WorldSkills. Her
achievements also include being awarded a ‘City and Guilds Medal
of Excellence’ from 1.5 million candidates, training with ‘Worldskills’
British team to represent England and being featured in the weekly
trade journal. One of her proudest moments was winning the 2008
Level 3 Student of the Year award, Sophia comments,
“When all you do seven days a week is train and
compete, it’s wonderful for someone to recognise
it. The most exiting bit is that I’ll be doing a
photoshoot for the front cover of the City and Guilds
log-book that will be used for the next five years.
So as you can imagine I am pretty exited.”
“For the past two years I have been collaborating
with a wonderful photographer, Barry Craig, to build
a portfolio of images. The work shown here is a
testament to our hard work and love for our craft.”
Sophia is now a stylist at Compton Hair in London’s Covent
Garden at and looking forward to a year of competitions,
auditions and perusing her ambitions to be a platform artist.
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		 Busy, Busy, Busy… we interview Sophia Hilton
		 SRH wins British Hairdresser of the Year 2008
Hello from Sally Styles, Registrar
MarketNews - catch up with the latest news
Reader Offers – four fabulous offers from top
names in the industry
Expert tips for gorgeous hair inspired
by the Golden Globes
Errol’s the man – What a year for SRH
Errol Douglas
Seasonal styles – Soft Austerity

Akin Konizi, SRH

CheckOut – three fab products for your salon
Step by Step - Urban Rebel

British Hairdresser of the Year

hello!
With doom and gloom all around,
Sally Styles
and words such as ‘credit crunch’
and ‘recession’ in everyday use,
it’s sometimes difficult to see the bright side but feedback
from SRHs seems to promote a positive and professional
attitude to the current situation. After all, there might be
less extensions built, less big cars bought and less exotic
holidays booked but everyone still needs to feel good and
special and that’s where you come in. Despite all that’s
going on, an appointment with a hairdresser lifts spirits
and makes things feel brighter and the more positive and
the brighter the hairdresser is, the better the lift. I had my
handbag stolen from right under my nose last week – I’m
sure many of you will recognise the scenario – disaster as
my life was packed into one medium sized bag. Worse still,
with no cash or cards I had to cancel my hair appointment
and with it, my much needed lift of spirits.
Inside this issue of ‘Hairdresser’ we have included some
tips on how to keep the taxman away during the recession,
as well as lifting your spirits with some great new styles.
I hope you enjoy your magazine and remember you can
contact me anytime with your ideas, comments or news at
sally@haircouncil.org.uk.

Seasonal styles – the long and the short of it
Time Travellers – a stunning new collection
Staying on Trend – The Tousled Bob
LED Update – Hairdressers Challenge;
Wanted: Young Hairdressers; Help Yourself

T

he Hairdresser congratulates SRH Akin on becoming the British Hairdresser of the Year 2008. A cutting master, Akin Konizi is the
international creative director behind the successful Hob Salons brand and has been instrumental in establishing it as one of
the UK’s leading hairdressing groups over the last 25 years. Founded by Clive Collins and Paul Simbler in 1983, Akin joined as the
third director in 1985 and the trio have since gone on to create one of the most successful hairdressing groups in the UK, with a
reputation for excellence and cutting-edge hairdressing.
Akin’s role as the International Creative Director sees him lead the award-winning hob creative team, one of the most innovative and
influential artistic teams in the industry and winners of the 2008 Artistic Team of the Year and British Colour Technician of the Year awards.
His commitment to raising and maintaining standards are further shown in his role as Head of Education for the Hob Academy, developing
and progressing those within the company in addition to sharing his philosophies and techniques with fellow hairdressers who attend
courses at the Hob Academy year-round.
As winner of prestigious awards including 2008 UK’s Most Wanted Hair Trend, 2008 British Masters Award, 2006 Fellowship Hairdresser
of the Year and 2005 London Hairdresser of the Year, Akin Konizi is one of Britain’s most sought after hairdressers. This, combined with
strong plans for future business development, a growing franchise network and now winner of the most acclaimed accolade in the industry
– The British Hairdresser of the Year award- Akin Konizi, SRH stands as a leading light in the hairdressing industry today.
Thanks to Gabi Dee at Hob Salons, Unit 3b, 28 Jamestown Road, Camden Lock, London NW1 7BY telephone: 0207 485 7272
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Legal Page – Keeping the taxman away
Toolkit – Salon Hygiene: Hints & Tips
Master Craftsman – let everyone know
		 Congratulations to the latest Master
Craftsman Diploma awards
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market

Paddington
Climbs Again!

The charity, Action Medical Research, requests
your help with the promotion of their, Three
Peaks Challenge who are aiming to recruit at
least 50 teams to take part in this exciting
and physically demanding challenge, which
involves climbing the three highest mountains
in Scotland, England and Wales in 24 hours.
Funds raised will help Action Medical
Research continue to fund vital medical
research into areas such as meningitis,
premature birth, cot death, facial
reconstruction, osteoporosis, hepatitis
and asthma.
Contact Calum on 0845 4082698 or by
e-mail: calum@actionforcharity.co.uk
or visit www.actionforcharity.co.uk

news

Taking the
catwalk to work

New and exciting hair and beauty industry
uniforms were unveiled at a fabulous
fashion show hosted by leading clothing
specialist Simon Jersey. The event, which
marked the launch of the company’s 2009
catalogue, was attended by people from
around the world, who had flown in to see
the 250 new styles.
Using the season’s key colours, plum
and teal, the award winning design team
has introduced new items as well as
updating cuts, fabrics and finishes that
mirror the catwalks of Milan and Paris.
More information from Paula Holden,
Slater Public Relations, on 01254 29 55 80.

New black towel range is simply magic

Now, hair salons can offer their clients the luxurious feeling of ‘fresh new towels’ by selecting the new
black towel range from Cannon Textile Care. Made with high grade cotton yarns treated with specially
formulated colour resistant dyes, the towels give a high resistance to peroxide treatments and keep
the appearance of the towel looking new for longer.
Cannon Textile Care has teamed up with top towel producer Hilden to offer this range of
100% cotton and lightweight yet hard-wearing black towels for rental, combining customer
appeal with ecological and energy-saving advantages.
For more information please contact, Jackie Bennett Shaw, on 01524 595453,
e-mail jackiebennettshaw@ocs.co.uk.

Go Prehistoric
for a week

Caffeine keeps
hair roots active

One out of two men suffers from hair
loss: Millions of men in Britain suffer from
thinning hair.
But now there is hope: New scientific
trials recently presented in Germany have
shown that caffeine can effectively fight the
cause of hereditary hair loss. Dr. Kurt Wolff
R&D has developed a highly effective tonic
with a caffeine-based active ingredient
combination that is simply massaged into
the scalp after hair washing and is not
rinsed out. The name: Alpecin Liquid.
For more information visit www.
alpecin.com or contact Gemma at Crush
Communications on 020 7851 4655.

Are you willing to abandon soap, shower gel, shampoo
and conditioner for a week in order to trial a prehistoric
washing system based on pure volcanic clay? Natural
Spa Supplies is offering writers the opportunity to try
their range of pure Rhassoul Moroccan clay, in a bid to
prove its skin optimizing properties and highly ecofriendly credentials.
To obtain your Clay Challenge Pack (a week’s supply)
contact Lisa Jackson, Eurydice PR, e-mail lisajackson@
eurydicepr.co.uk or call 01440 709460/07702 415187.
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Natural and
effective superperformance
hair care
from Herb uk

From the largest, independent, ownbrand UK manufacturer of hair
products (founded and run by hair
care professionals), this fabulous range
consists of three super-products united
in providing stylists that little bit of extra
power to help condition, control and
colour hair - Organic Connect.
Hydrate Leave-In Conditioner - an
intense moisturising conditioner; Finale
Hairspray - a firm-hold spray, gentle on the
hair; Silver Shampoo - a gentle shampoo
containing violet tones to remove unwanted
orange and yellow hues from pre-lightened
hair and white/grey hair.
Phone Herb UK on 01590 613490 or
further information from Nina Bass,
Norton Cowan Communications on
020 7736 3665

Top Barbers’
products refreshed

Pashana have introduced two new products
to their barbering range and given the Talcum
Powder and Military Brush a make-over. All
items are perfect retail lines for barber shops.
Pashana Talcum Powder now sports the
same livery as the rest of the range and is
pure, sterilised and unperfumed. Pashana
Military Brush has been re-packaged using the
same Paisley motif. This classic Gentleman’s
brush is an essential tool for grooming and
conditioning the hair.
For further details on the full Pashana range
contact Denman International Limited,
Clandeboye Road, Bangor, Co.Down,
BT20 3JH; tel: +44 28 9146 2141;
e-mail sales@denmanbrush.com.

Boost Revenues
and Profits

Don’t forget to check the members
area of your website at

www.haircouncil.org.uk
To log in enter, Registered
into the Username box
and then, Hairdresser into
the Password box.

Transax Merchant Services (TMS) – a lower
priced credit and debit card payment service helps hairdressers improve margins.
Hairdressers’ own bank, will provide a
Chip and PIN terminal but levies a monthly
charge, takes a percentage of every credit card
transaction and applies a fixed charge per debit
card transaction: TMS is an effective alternative.
TMS helps increase profits by, having
lower charges; minimising risk on card, cheque
or account-based transactions; and no hidden
miscellaneous or authorisation charges. U.K./
Ireland service teams and call centres.
More information from
Alex Moorhouse, Portfolio
Communications Ltd.,
on 020 7240 6959.

Up-selling luxury adds revenue

Get that body beautiful look Salons are defying the credit crunch by up-selling colour and
blow-drying services. On-the-ball management teams are offering their clients the option
of a Luxury Colour®- a NANOMAX Colourlock®treatment - or a Luxury Blow Dry®- a
NANOMAX 3D Shine®treatment.
NANOMAX 3D Shine® creates up to 6 weeks of soft texture and deep shine as well
as smoothing and helping to prevent frizz with its anti-humidity ingredients. NANOMAX
Colourlock® helps prevent colour fade, makes colour last longer, adding vibrancy and shine.
For further information or to try NANOMAX, contact: Alicia at Azaria Ltd., on 05601 152077
or alicia@azariapr.co.uk.
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market
news

Aveda is the
‘Coolest Hair Care
Brand in UK’

Want to become international?

Jean-Claude Biguine of France, a specialist in cosmetics, hair care and beauty salons, is expanding
its international network by looking for people to open beauty salons under master licences or
develop Biguine product lines.
For 15 years, Jean-Claude Biguine has been building the concept of total beauty through
its salons, which bring together a variety of beauty professionals at a single site. Alongside
hairdressing services, these salons offer a further selection of high-quality beauty products
and services (including body and face care, depilation, manicures, make-up, pedicures, wraps,
scrubs and massages) at very competitive prices.
Jean-Claude Biguine, headquartered in Paris, was established in 1982 and has a franchise
network of 315 salons in 12 countries.
Further information from the French Technology Press Bureau in London, on 0207 235 5330.

CoolBrand - the ‘annual initiative to identify
and celebrate the UK’s coolest brands’ - has
made Aveda a category winner for Toiletries/
Haircare 2008/09.
This independent organization has been
canvassing the opinions of experts and
consumers to produce an annual barometer of
the nation’s ‘coolest brands, people, and places.’
Winners were selected by an expert council and
over 2,500 individual consumers who rate brands
on style, innovation, originality, authenticity,
desirability and uniqueness.
Other leading category winning brands
this year include, Apple, Aston Martin, Triumph,
Ducati, Christian Louboutin, Marc Jacobs,
CIMA and Google.
Further information from Jacki Wadeson:
020 3252 0094 or Jacki@jwpr.co.uk.

Anne Veck Academy
hits the road
Long hair and Avant Garde guru Anne
Veck SRH, has announced her biggest ever
programme of academy education. Anne’s
mammoth tour takes in over 20 dates in
the UK and France. Featuring her popular
‘Focus on the bride’ up-do course and
the groundbreaking ‘Extend your limits’,
introduction to Avant Garde secrets, she
will also be taking cutting techniques to the
limit with her, ‘Get to the point’, workshop.
“I am overwhelmed by the demand, I feel
like a rock band out on tour “, explained Anne.
For more information about Anne Veck
education or salons, contact Keith Mellen
on 01865 744612.

New launch for SRH Errol Douglas

International and celebrity make-up artist Ariane Poole has appeared everywhere from GMTV
to This Morning, as well as working on top fashion and beauty shoots, celebrities, models and
even royalty. Now Ariane’s own range of products is available at Errol Douglas’ London salon.
Ariane is happiest when offering real women beauty solutions and she devised her
make-up range to do just that. Errol includes both European and Afro hair, and is most
impressed by the range’s suitability for all skin types and colours.
Further details from Sally Learmouth at Gloss
Communications on 020 8996 4812/07970 467 157.
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Survive the recession
It’s clear, 2009 is going to be a turbulent
year. During economic slow downs it’s
difficult for small businesses to keep staff
costs down without compromising on
service through insufficient reception cover
as well as updating client records. Then
there’s the volume of customer no shows or
short notice cancellations to manage.
icomplete.com, has launched an
integrated contact management, telephony,
diary management and messaging package
that starts from as little as £25 a month
and enables salons to be proactive in
looking after customers.
Further information from www.icomplete.
com or Voicebox PR on 0870 066 0790.

reader offers
The Hairdresser has teamed up with
the top names in your industry to
bring you some fabulous special
offers worth hundreds of pounds.
To stand a chance of winning one of
these fantastic offers just follow the
steps shown. The lucky winners will
be drawn at random.

Repair for Hair

Innova is the ‘essential’ care and styling range. Innova Repair –
designed to strengthen and restructure weak
and damaged hair.
Repair Shampoo. Repair Conditioner,
Repair Rinse Out Treatment, Repair
Capsules - cleansing, restoring,
restructuring and conditioning, this range
is a totally comprehensive programme
and we have six sets to give away.
To be in with a chance
to win one of these
fabulous sets send your
details to the address
below and mark it,
Repair.

Wella

With time, the natural barrier of hair
deteriorates leaving it vulnerable. Hair
starts to get lifeless; it lacks shine, feels limp
and brittle.
The new Lifetex Resist range from
Wella boosts the natural resilience
of hair. Lifetex Resist strengthens the
hair’s natural firewall, keeping it strong
and youthful. The new range contains
a strengthening complex including
Rooibos, phyto-keratin and creatine that
strengthens each hair fibre from within helping to resist the effects of time.
We’ve teamed up with Wella to
make five sets of these super products available to the lucky five
winners. Simply send your details to the address below and mark
it Wella.

Dragon Marketing
Dragon Studios, Black House Road,
Colgate, West Sussex RH13 6HS.
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Care for thinning hair
Europe’s leading producer of products for thinning hair has
provided The Hairdresser with three sets of its top brand hair
shampoo and conditioner. The Folligro brand has been a market
leader across Europe and Scandinavia for the last 12 years.
Folligro Revitalizing Shampoo
and the Balsam Conditioner
both leave a luxurious feel
to the hair and at the same
time their unique ingredients
are working right down at the
roots to help rejuvenate hair
follicles.
To be one of the lucky three
winners, send your details to
the address below and mark
it, Folligro.

H a i r C a r e T e ch n o l o g y
NANOMAX® has teamed up with The Hairdresser to offer one
lucky salon owner the chance to win a complete NANOMAX®
Microsystem® kit with 25 Colourlock® treatments and 25 3D
Shine® treatments worth a total of £895!
Right now, NANOMAX® salons across the UK are offering their
clients the choice of having their usual standard blow dry or a ‘luxury
blow dry®’ (3D Shine® plus standard colour or ‘luxury colour®’).
Salons are finding that up to 60% of clients will upgrade to the
luxury option, significantly increasing their revenue.
NANOMAX® treatments are electronically misted onto
the hair with the Microsystem®.. See our MarketNews pages
for more details.
To be in with a chance of winning, send your name and the
name & address of your salon to the address below marking
it, Nanomax.

Winners for issue 38
Clynol: Look At Me gift set – Sabrina King;
Pauline Woolley; Jackie Glass.
Fudge: Ultimate styling package –
Mrs J Latham; Zoe Gaitley; E Rees; Kim Lower.
Schwarzkopf: BC Time Restore –
Loretta O’Connell; Helen Haughton.
Inika: Cosmetics set – Wendy Fach;
Nicki Watters; Kathleen Privett;
Lynda Cooper; Look Ahead.
Tea Tree Healing Kit - Paul O’Neill.

Folligro Original: set – Rota O’Connell;
Natalie Cooper; Jackie Glass;
Amanda Weller; HeadCase.
Golden Emu Oil: Paul O’Neill; Lin Jackson;
Amanda Soper.
HLS: Shampoo – Natalie Cooper;
Amanda Weller; Tony Copeland.
Indola : Volume sets – Alison Ball;
L Winney; E Rees; Lin Jackson;
ZG c/o The Hairdresser; Gingers.

Expert tips for gorgeous hair
®
inspired by the Golden Globes
Botanically-derived beauty blockbusters create award winning looks

N

ew York January 12th, 2009: The 2009 Golden Globe®
Awards recognized Hollywood’s finest talent, all of
whom looked stunning on the red carpet. Beauty
expert, Antoinette Beenders, Vice President, Global
Creative Director for Aveda, captured the trends and here provides
tips on how to translate the looks from red carpet to reality.

RED CARPET HAIR
“The 2009 Golden Globes® heralded a return to true red carpet
hair,” said Antoinette, “I was thrilled to see that many of the ladies
went with stunning up-dos. The red carpet saw classic and modern
takes on the chignon and the French twist.”

THE CHIGNON
Ballerina Chignon
Luminous in a gold Marchesa dress, Jennifer Lopez wore her hair
in a glamorous chignon reminiscent of the runway look at New
York Fashion Week 2009. To recreate the look:
H Apply liquid gel on damp hair and scrape back into a tight
ponytail right above the
occipital bone;
H If already dry, mist the front of straight (or hair blown
straight) hair with air control hair spray for incredible shine
and hold;
H Split ponytail into two or four sections;
H One by one, wrap each section into a bun using a circular
motion and pin to the base
of the ponytail;
H Repeat for each section to create a classic ballerina look.

The Sculpted
French Twist
In jaw-dropping Ralph Lauren, Megan Fox had one of the evening’s
most gorgeous all-around looks. To get Fox’s sculpted twist:
H Set hair in velcro or hot rollers to create texture and
pliability. Spray a brilliant hair spray on each roller and heat
set with a hair dryer for medium hold;
H Allow hair to cool completely (about two minutes) and
remove rollers, brushing through with a soft bristle brush;
H Divide hair into two sections, top and bottom, at the ear line.
Leave front section out and clip away;
H Backcomb roots of the bottom section of hair;
H Take the bottom-left section of hair and brush towards the
nape of the neck with a flat bristle brush;
H Bobby pin hair in place very tightly to the head from the
nape of the neck towards the crown to secure in place.
EXPERT TIP: Criss-cross pins in an “X” pattern for extra hold;
H Brush remaining bottom-right section and curl around the
pinned hair free-hand. Roll hair anti-clockwise, using bobby
pins to secure into the base of the head and over the top of
previously secured hair;
H The roll should be tighter at the nape and slightly looser
towards crown. Secure with Air Control Hair Spray;
H Brush remaining hair in front and blend in towards back of hair;
H Use a spray-on shine onto a Kabuki brush and glide over hair
for weightless shine.

Couture Chignon

Photography: HFPA and Golden Globe Awards

“Kate Winslet and Maggie Gyllenhaal wore couture-style
chignons that made an elegant statement,” said Beenders. She
suggests following the technique for the Ballerina Chignon,
however, instead of brushing hair and sides back, raking hair back
with fingers for an undone look.
H EXPERT TIP: For a high shine finish that lasts all night, Beenders
suggests spraying a brilliant spray-on shine onto a Kabuki-style
makeup brush and lightly brushing it over hair. This application
technique gives intense shine to targeted sections of hair and
tames fly-aways without weighing hair down.

Faux Chignon
Anne Hathaway’s look at the Golden Globes® was vintage
Hollywood in a glamorous Giorgio Armani Privé gown.
Hathaway’s hair is currently in a mid-length bob but her talented
hair stylist created the illusion of length by creating a lovely,
effortless-looking chignon. Beenders offers a stylist trick on how
to get the look:
H Pull hair back into a low ponytail and secure with elastic;
H For mid-length hair, use a single small hot roller or one-inch
barrel curling iron to tuck hair under, creating the illusion of
a fuller chignon with length;
H Finish with air control hair spray for shine and weightless hold.
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The expert tips and techniques above are offered as examples of how
to recreate the look and were not created originally by Antoinnette
Beenders. Aveda manufactures professional plant-based hair care, skin
care, makeup, Pure-Fume™ and lifestyle products.
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What a year
for SRH Errol!
SRH Errol Douglas has been named Cosmopolitan’s Ultimate Man of the
Year 2008. Renowned for his stunning photographic work, Errol has won
several of the world’s most coveted awards and can usually be found
at his Knightsbridge salon or styling the hair of celebs such as Uma
Thurman, Kelly Rowland and Emilia Fox. But Errol isn’t just interested
in A-list styling, and charity work has always been close to his heart.

S

tarting out, Errol – who this
year received an MBE for
services to hairdressing - would
go into the hospital where his
mum worked to offer hair treatments
to patients – a commitment to helping
others he’s continued through his life.
One of the charities Errol regularly
supports is Centrepoint, which helps
homeless and excluded young people
rebuild their lives. Errol has helped
boost the confidence of homeless
women by providing hair-care services
at their annual ‘life makeover’ event.

Says Errol: “Hairdressing
is a very community based
profession and I’ve always
loved to be able to help
people when they need
it. It’s an honour to be
shortlisted for this award
and I hope it inspires
other people to give back
wherever they can.”
The Hairdresser adds its
congratulations to Errol Douglas,
MBE, SRH, past Hairdressing
Council Ambassador, top stylist
and celebrity.
For further details of the award
contact Sally Learmouth,
Gloss Communications on
020 8996 4812/07970 467157.
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Soft Austerity
“The Cruise Cut is here”, says Richard

Ward, SRH. He believes that short hair will

checkout new products and services
Holistic Hair Loss Treatments
The wonderful self-healing capabilities of the
human body sometimes need extra help and especially
so when it comes to hair loss.

be the massive look for 2009, reflecting
the challenging economy and the new,

Europe’s leading Trichologist, Maria Drexler recommends,
The Hair Loss System, “because it cleanses the scalp,
refreshing the skin to let it breathe again as well as
reinvigorating the natural hair growth cycle. We believe in an
holistic approach and we have helped to make thousands of
people very happy through our treatments”.

more austere climate of the year.
These are the key looks
The choppy textured crop – the ultimate in gamine, an
updated 80’s elfish look that’s worn layered short all over,

Further details from the Swedish Trichology Centres on
01293 851101 or info@mariasharklinik.se.

cropped at the nape and around the ears and textured
throughout. Product use is light, giving a soft, natural effect.
Long sweeping layers, worn with asymmetric fringe over
one eye and undercut at the nape and sides. This look is
beautifully blended and expertly cut, with layers graduated
shorter at the crown and longer around the face. The key
is ultra-conditioning and perfect grooming. Hair is super
glossy, yet organic and natural looking.

Sea Complex 3
Jaw-length, sleek Bobs are still hot but shorter
this year with lots of layers and movement.
The outside shape is soft, very gently separated
and tapered with hair long and layered towards
the jaw line. Fringeless, the look is swept to the
side and tapered into the nape, creating a soft,
flowing, feminine look that’s blow-dried smooth
with a light mist.
Richard Ward Hair & Metrospa,
London on 0207 730 1222.
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Hair Reconstruction Programme
An easy 1, 2, 3 step treatment

1 help re-energize by giving the hair a delicate wash with the
unique marine extracts and multivitamin compound.
2 provide a deep reconstruction mask, reintroducing essential
amino acids and keratin thoroughly into the hair core.
3 an intensive moisturising pack with active ingredients from
marine extracts to develop the hair’s natural elasticity,
softness and shine.

From the sea comes beauty

Sea Complex 3, Head Office, Swedish Trichology Centres, Torget 7, 270 33 Vollsjo, Sweden, UK media & press information from
Dragon Marketing, Telephone enquiries 01293 851101
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Street Tribe
Urban Rebel

Before

Create an

edgy style for men this spring

Three Styling possibilities:
For SMOOTH
finished look

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

1st create a horseshoe section from
the crown to the corner of the
eyebrows around the top of the
head shape.

Each section is over directed to
the centre of the ear to create a
graduation.

Again over direct section to the
centre of the ear.

Separate the hair.

Work your way through to the front
on both sides.

Now take diagonal sections
from above the ear at the back
of the head.

2nd separation creates a breaking
point above the ear.

Street Tribe
Moulding Putty,
looks great
through courser
textures of hair
when applied for
a smoother look.
Simply pinch the
fingertips together
defining the hair
forward and on to
the face.

For ROUGH
finished look

|
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For EXTREME finished look
“Join the tribe, Max out” by combining Street Tribe Shaping
Soufflé, with Polishing Pomade, and Texturising Paste, and
work the cocktail through the hair by pressing the hair between
the hands and elevating upwards. Street Tribe Shaping Soufflé’s
quick drying action ensures lift with long lasting hold.
Note: The Polytex Technology enables all products to be mixed
together easily for all these looks.

Step 4

Use a point cutting technique to
create a texture outline.

Step 5

Step 6

Internal weight is removed whilst
leaving a versatile sweeping fringe.

Define the length of the crown.

Take diagonal sections from the front
fringe area and elevate them.

Thanks to Indola and their Street Tribe products for their support for this step-by-step.
Photographer: Manuel Pandalis; Hair Cut & Styling: Leonardo Rizzo @ Sanrizz

To further remove weight take a
triangular section at the crown and
elevate vertically.

© Rochak Shukla | Dreamstime.com

Street Tribe
Defining Cream,
worked with Street
Tribe Moulding
Putty allows the
thicker putty to be
distributed through
the hair allowing
the hair to be
moulded forwards
to achieve this
great “street look”.

Work from a shorter point of the rear
graduation and allow a build up of
length in the direction of the fringe.

International for Indola; Make-up: Frazer; Clothes styling: Lucy Manning
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The long and the short of it:
two dramatic new collections from John Carne

Movement Liquide
I was inspired to put together this collection by the
clients I see everyday at the salon. I wanted to create
commercial hairstyles that people really want at the
moment and give them a glamorous and edgy twist.

Naked ambition
John says, “I wanted the focus of
this collection to be purely on the
hair. By using naked models I feel
it demonstrates that these pictures
are all about beautiful hair styling,
not fashion. It also shows that, in my
opinion, all a woman needs to be
beautiful is gorgeous hair!

“I wanted to create very different,
but very wearable looks that real
women could aspire to and would
want for themselves. By using the
models in this way, coupled with the
distinctive photographic background,
I have aimed to give the collection a
provocative and artistic edge”.

Hair & Art Direction: Andy Smith
for John Carne Hairdressing
Photography: Stewart Weston
Colouring: Tilly Abbott & Emma Barnard
for John Carne Hairdressing
Make-Up: Hiromi Uedu

Hair & Art Direction: Aaron Blondell
Photography: Colin Elliss
Colouring: Tilly Abbott & Emma Barnard
Make-Up: Hiromi Uedu
Inter Relations & Company PR, 01403 218588
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Staying
on Trend
The Tousled Bob
Cute, girly, glamorous and effortlessly chic, there’s only
one hair style you should be sporting this season. The
Tousled Bob is the latest craze to hit the red carpet and
big screen alike. Angelina Jolie’s 1920s-esque tousled
bob is the star of her latest film, whereas Gwyneth’s
blonde, charmingly casual yet alluring tousled bob is the
symbol of her recent rejuvenation.
Lisa Shepherd SRH, regarded
as ‘The Hair Doctor’ winner of British
Hair Dresser of the year 05/06, is at
the forefront of this change in style.
She notes how the traditional bob
now resembles 1920s chic, is wavy
and more relaxed yet is a lot more
glamorous than its predecessor.
Tim Scott-Wright, Creative Director at Lisa Shepherd
Salons, explains how to recreate the tousled bob look:

T i m e Tr a v e l l e r s
A stunning new Avant Garde
collection by Anne Veck, SRH
Anne’s inspiration for Time Travellers
is the synthesis of ancient history
and the future beloved of science
fiction writers. A vision of Greek
goddesses and alien beings,
expressed in a collection of startlingly
individual images, each exploring
a different aesthetic of hair
textures and length.
Hair by Anne Veck
Photography by Marco Loumiet
Make up by Leanne Shaw
Styling by Marie Kayo Loumiet

|
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“Hair should be textured rather than poker
straight or ironed, to get the curls use a curl
enhancing cream on damp hair and dry with a
diffuser. This will build curl and volume. For a
few defined curls use a tong on the top sections
of the hair. To finish, mist a little hairspray to
keep the curl’.
Volume, curl and hold are essential to the tousled bob’s
creation and curls should sit upon the jaw or shoulder line
with a natural spring. Shepherd advises that luxurious,
tousled hair should be all about multi tonal effects. Hair
should be “lit up with scattered, weaved highlights” she
insists for a natural, all over colour effect: “With colour
you can add texture, shine, and give the illusion of thicker
healthier hair by simply ‘highlighting’ certain areas of your
haircut. Try a semi-permanent colour as these contain a
formulation to add extra shine. The key with highlights is to
never have just the one shade of colour or else it will look
dull and flat, keep it multi tonal.”
The tousled version of the bob is softer, more feminine and
is easy for clients to recreate in front of their mirror in the
bedroom. Blast wet hair with a hair dryer until it 70% dry
and then spritz in a tousled, waving treatment and crunch
hair for long, yet poised shoulder length waves. The tousled
bob transforms limp hair into ultimate red carpet elegance.
Thanks to Laura at LWPR and Lisa Shepherd, SRH
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Wanted:

Young hairdressers and beauty therapists
to represent the UK in 1,000 Days’ Time
Young hairdressers and beauty therapists are invited to put themselves forward for a chance to represent
the UK against the best in the world in a thousand days’ time.

Hair: Richard Ward Hair

Entries are open for the network of regional and national WorldSkills UK skills competitions. The
competitions cover 70 skills and are open to young people and adults. Many of the competitions,
including hairdressing and beauty therapy could lead to selection into Team UK, who will take part in the
largest global skills competition, WorldSkills, which in 2011 is being hosted in London.
Chief executive Simon Bartley said: “In a thousand days’ time, on 6 October 2011, the young people
of Team UK will be starting their first day of competition at WorldSkills London 2011. This is a huge
event involving about a thousand young people from more than 50 nations competing over four days to
complete their projects under intense time pressure.
We need the best of our skilled talent to enter these competitions so we can pick the best of the best for
our 2011 team.

Hairdresser’s
challenge to re-create
‘Posh’ hairstyle
A Sunderland apprentice hairdresser went ‘head to head’ with her boss to re-create the iconic
Victoria Beckham crop as part of a Learning and Skills Council (LSC) North East campaign to
promote the business benefits of Apprenticeships. Laura Wilson, who has been an apprentice
at Sunderland based Ramsay & Johnson for 18 months, and experienced hairdresser and salon
manager Paul Johnson each cut a model’s hair in the elfin style feather-cut unveiled by the former
Spice Girl at New York Fashion Week in September.
LSC North East partnership manager Liz Orr was on hand to judge the cut and was very impressed
with the results: She said: “Today’s hairdressing challenge highlights how the LSC funded
Apprenticeship programme is equipping employers across the North East with a highly skilled and
motivated workforce to help them compete and succeed. Laura did fantastically well. It is obvious
that her training is paying dividends and she is already a talented young hairdresser.”
Laura is undertaking her Apprenticeship through B L Hairdressing, which operates from centres in
Darlington, Durham, Middlesbrough, Sunderland and Newcastle.

Further information: Alaine Biggs/Eddie Blower at Praise PR on 07957 344547

Chris Roberts, regional director, LSC North East, commented: “During times of economic uncertainty
it is more important than ever for employers to train their workforce. Equipping themselves with highly
skilled workers gives employers a competitive advantage, which will see them through these difficult
times. “Apprenticeships are designed by employers for employers and thousands of companies
across the North East are reaping the benefits of the programme. They provide employers with the
opportunity to shape their company’s future and are a great way to improve productivity, loyalty and
quality of staff through relevant on the job training and structured learning.”  

Help Yourself

Laura added: “I would certainly recommend an Apprenticeship to other people. It gives you a paid
job with training, a specific career and lays the groundwork for your future career. Although I found it
quite nerve-wracking cutting hair alongside my boss it was good fun and I think that the results were
pretty good.”   

“I would encourage anyone interested in getting involved to visit www.worldskillsuk.org for more details.”
Entries close on 9 April 2009 with heats and national finals taking place over the spring and summer. Gold
medal winners will be celebrated at an awards ceremony in the autumn.
Information on entry criteria and competitions for individual skills can be found at www.worldskillsuk.org or
call 0800 612 0742.

OK so it’s tough out there but our most pressing concern will be to try and insulate ourselves from the
worst. As ever, we won’t be able to do much about the bigger world outside. So we need to look to our
own resources to help us through the gathering storm. What if we could achieve positive changes in
ourselves without having to wait for redundancy or that life-changing event?

Hair: Richard Ward Hair

The LED:

learning, education
and development news

Ann Barnes, Regional Press Officer, 0191 492 6355, e-mail ann.barnes@lsc.gov.uk.

The fact is that we CAN (as a certain new American president is fond of saying), bring about desired
changes in our lives by changing the way we think about things. After all, “a problem is a problem when
you think it’s a problem” right?
Believe that and you can begin to able to do something about it. But who has the time and inclination to
study through old-fashioned text books these days? And in any case, changing the way we think and
behave isn’t easy, we need help and support.
Help is at hand thanks to experts who have combined human psychology with computing and
communications technology to give the user an interactive and supported self-help way of working, This
way-of-life experience offers opportunities for self-advancement in both a personal and business sense; in
the US the likes of Oprah Winfrey, Larry King, etc., have seen its benefits.
If you need help to get through the recession by discovering and polishing your inner resources, then you
may find that looking at the information at www.event-horizons.co.uk could be the help you’re seeking.
You just may conclude that you really CAN make a difference to your situation, whether as a self-help tool,
or the start of a new career.
(The author is a senior member of Event Horizon’s Business Development Group)
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££££

Keeping the taxman away
during the recession
Take proper advice on tax and debts
Most of us prefer earning rather than doing those troublesome admin
tasks. You may make mistakes and either underpay or overpay your tax,
both of which will incur unnecessary and avoidable expense.
There is no shortage of tax specialists these days and the market
is therefore very competitively priced, particularly where relatively
straight-forward self-assessment is concerned. If you weigh this up
against the value of the time you would spend doing it yourself, the
chances are this could prove to be a money-save (and you could get
your sums wrong!).
There is also the question of “compliance”; The Revenue &
Customs Office (HMRC) like to see returns coming in on time and,
if you run into a payment problem, their reaction will to a certain
extent depend on your compliance record. They also like to see that
a certain level of care has been taken over the returns and a tax
specialist will be able to avoid any pitfalls and ensure you meet the
relevant deadlines and standards.
Ultimately, if you fail to submit the appropriate returns, HMRC will
determine (generally over-estimating) what they think you owe and
seek to recover that amount, plus all their various fines and costs. They
regularly issue Bankruptcy Petitions against self-employed people on

the basis that they will either pay up or that a Bankruptcy Order should
make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, for them to continue
trading; they prefer it if traders with bad compliance and payment
records are forced to move into “normal” PAYE employment to simplify
the tax collection process, and reduce the time and costs expended.
Not enough cash to pay the tax bill? During the course of
a debt solution, particularly in the case of Individual Voluntary
Arrangements(IVA’s), compliance is an absolute essential because
if HMRC are already owed money they will not tolerate more debt
being incurred and will insist on the arrangement being failed and a
Bankruptcy put in its place.
In general terms, as with most problems, it is far better to nip them in
the bud. Prevention is always better than cure and the sooner a solution
is put in place, the easier, cheaper and more palatable and controlled that
solution is likely to be: Every tax and debt problem has a solution.
The Hairdresser is grateful to Steve Laundon of GDI-Solutions
for assistance with this article; contact 0870 803 2977;
www.gdisolutions.co.uk.

Toolkit

Salon Hygiene
Hints & tips to ensure your salon is a safe place to work!

People are increasingly concerned about cross-infection in salons especially when singer and “American Idol”
judge Paula Abdul testified about a flesh-eating fungus she acquired after a manicure in 2006. Unofficial estimates
of cross-infection caused by a casual approach to cleaning tools and surfaces between clients are worryingly high.
At a time when staff and client expectations have never been higher and your responsiveness to them gives your
business the edge, attention to hygiene is essential.
Your hands

Instruments & Tools

Hands are always in contact - shaking hands, taking client’s coat,
removing used coffee cups, cleaning up, handling money - posing a
potential risk of cross infection.
H Wash hands regularly throughout the day – especially between
clients. Keep washing areas clean and tidy.
H Use an anti-bacterial product.
H Thoroughly wash client’s hands or feet where there’s direct
skin-to-skin contact before treatment commences
(e.g., manicures/pedicures). After washing, use an
effective sanitizer.

Tools and instruments are expensive and should always be well
cared for.
H Between clients thoroughly sanitize - follow the manufacturer’s
instructions precisely.
H Wash off all ‘debris’ prior to immersion in disinfectant solution.
H Don’t use poor quality disinfectants and ensure they contain
rust inhibitors to protect your equipment.
H Modern disinfectants only need changing weekly, saving time,
money and the environment.
H If a nail file has not come into contact with any bodily
fluids, sanitizing’s fine using a good quality, broad spectrum
disinfectant spray.
H If the file has come into contact with any bodily fluids, throw it away.

Work surfaces
Must be kept clean to prevent the risk of cross-infection.
H Don’t buy cheap products– they’re usually ineffective and smell
awful.
H Use a professional product designed for the job (disinfectant
wipes can be convenient).
H If using sprays, use a trigger bottle that can be refilled – it’s
cheaper overall and helps protect the environment.
H Phones, tills and keyboards host many ‘nasties’: Keep clean with
products designed for them.

Salon chairs & couches
Most salon chairs and sofas are made from easy to clean PVC or
vinyl - use the right cleaning product.
H Avoid disinfectants containing alcohol (ethanol) it makes PVC or
vinyl brittle, causing cracks, allowing germs to multiply.
H Furniture should be cleaned regularly. One drop of blood
(invisible to the naked eye) could be infected with hepatitis infectious for several days!
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Floors
Floors should be kept clean as a matter of routine.
H Use a good quality floor disinfectant on hard surface floors.
H Mop the floor after treatment if clients walk bare footed on
your floors.
An American company, celebrating its 60th year, was a pioneer in salon
hygiene and still leads the field today. Barbicide is the only product that kills
HIV-1 (Aids virus), Hepatitis B and C within 30 seconds.
The iconic blue jar has become synonymous with protecting staff
and clients from cross-infection. Mitchell Pine, co-owner of Coppola, a
salon frequented by Gwen Stefani and Cate Blanchett said customers
demand that a comb be dipped in Barbicide if dropped.
The Hairdresser is grateful to Renscene Barbicide and
SalonGeek for their help with this article.
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Master Craftsman
If you have been a State Registered Hairdresser for over a year and
have management and training experience you maybe eligible to become
a Master Craftsman in Hairdressing. This prestigious and select hairdressing
award puts you among the cream of British Hairdressing.
The Master Craftsman diploma comes in three different formats, a Diploma in a
stylish, specially made frame, a silver metal plaque on a black mount in quality silver
frame or a burnished brass metal plaque, mounted on solid dark wood.
For more information or to place an order contact
The Hairdressing Council on 0208 760 7010.

New masters of their craft

Recent awards of the Master Craftsman Diploma
Congratulations to the following State Registered Hairdressers who have been awarded the Master Craftsman Diploma

927588
928575
935705
937111
939435
939486
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Mrs J Owen
Christopher A Jones
Mrs Agnew Biondi
Debbie Placzek
Gemma Caines
Freddie Cunliffe
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Merseyside
London
Paisley
Norfolk
Somerset
Rossendale

940074
940113
940375
940426
940967

Catherine Tipping
Susan M Stack
Lenna Law
Chow Ka Yan
Mrs Helen Kemp

Co Antrim
Bedfordshire
London
Ontario
Cornwall

